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A box set of ten of the books in the 'Amma Tell Me'
Series. The set includes the following books: 1.
Amma Tell Me About Holi! 2. Amma Tell Me About
Diwali! 3. Amma Tell Me About Ramayana! 4. Amma
Tell Me About Ganesha! 5. Amma Tell Me About
Krishna! 6. Amma Tell Me How Krishna Fought The
Demons! 7. Amma Tell Me How Krishna Destroyed
Kansa! 8. Amma Tell Me About Hanuman! 9. Amma
Tell Me How Hanuman Crossed The Ocean! 10.
Amma Tell Me About Hanuman's Adventures In
Lanka!
Join Amma and her boys as they travel to Shirdi,
home to one of India's most celebrated saints-Sai
Baba. Hear the story of one of the most loved and
revered mystics. Walk around the neem tree that
gave him shelter. Relish a few moments in Dwarka
Mai, the dilapidated mosque that became his home.
Visit Dhuni Mai, the ever-burning fire Sai Baba had
lit, and receive his blessings. Hear stories of the
countless miracles he performed as you pay
respects at the Shri Samadhi Temple, where he
rests. Feel Sai Baba's all-pervasive presence,
blessings and grace as you soak in the spirit of this
sanctum. Listen to his teachings of Shraddha and
Saburi and his beliefs of 'Allah Malik' and 'Sabka
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Malik Ek'. Let Amma take you on a journey to
witness the life of this unique saint who taught by
example, compassion and kindness and who, for a
century, has been drawing millions of adoring
devotees every year. Told through interesting stories
with captivating illustrations, this book brings alive an
important place of worship in an engaging and nonpreachy way.
Rising in Love tells the story of the author's
extraordinary spiritual awakening in America (which
included meeting an angel), his discovery of Amma
(the living Guru known in the West as “the Hugging
Saint”), and the 27 amazing years he has spent in
quest of Enlightenment as Amma’s devotee, most of
that time in India. The book is a multi-faceted
diamond. It is a suspenseful psychological thriller, a
page-turner from the outset—yet there also much
humor in the narrative, and at times reads like a
comedic novel. From another angle, it is a story of
profound healing from delusion, drug addiction and
despair into a joyous and beautifully fulfilled life, and
as such it is a ray of hope for all who suffer from
addiction or mental illness of one kind or another.
After backpacking her way around India, 21-year-old
Sarah Macdonald decided that she hated this land of
chaos and contradiction with a passion, and when an
airport beggar read her palm and insisted she would
come back one day - and for love - she vowed never
to return. But twelve years later the prophecy comes
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true when her partner, ABC's South Asia
correspondent, is posted to New Delhi, the most
polluted city on earth. Having given up a blossoming
radio career in Sydney to follow her new boyfriend to
India, it seems like the ultimate sacrifice and it
almost kills Sarah - literally. After being cursed by a
sadhu smeared in human ashes, she nearly dies
from double pneumonia. It's enough to send a
rapidly balding atheist on a wild rollercoaster ride
through India's many religions in search of the
meaning of life and death. From the 'brain enema' of
a meditation retreat in Dharamsala to the biggest
Hindu festival on earth on the steps of the Ganges in
Varanasi, and with the help of the Dalai Lama, a
goddess of healing hugs and a couple of Bollywood
stars - among many, many others - Sarah discovers
a hell of a lot more.
Amma, Tell Me about Hanuman! (Part 1 in the
Hanuman Trilogy)Anjana Pub
A box set of the three books in the Amma Tell Me
Krishna Trilogy. Amma Tell Me About Krishna! (Part
1) Amma Tell Me How Krishna Fought The Demons!
(Part 2) Amma Tell Me How Krishna Defeated
Kansa! (Part 3)
A three book box set of of the 'Amma Tell Me'
Hanuman Trilogy. 1. Amma Tell Me About
Hanuman! 2. Amma Tell Me How Hanuman Crossed
The Ocean! 3. Amma Tell Me About Hanuman's
Adventures In Lanka!
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A promise to love and to protect Is sealed by the
special thread of Rakhi. Learn how this lovey
tradition began With Amma, Klaka and little Kiki.
How Vishnu taught arrogant Bali a lesson; A story
about Indra, the God of lightning. Learn the power of
this special thread and how Tagore used it to stop
brothers from fighting.
Join Amma and the boys on a new adventure As life
on earth is threatened by a terrible storm. Will noble
Manu be able to save the planet With help from
Vishnu who takes a fish's form?
The first book in a series on hanuman, the god that
Amma likes best, tells of the trouble he got into as a
baby, trying to gobble up the sun for breakfast. Born
in the being of the Wind god, blessed with mighty
Shiva's divinity, this is the story of the hard lesson
that he learned—that with great power comes great
responsibility.
In this new and epic story, Hanuman leaps across a
mighty ocean, With his forgotten powers regained,
And with his strength, wit and devotion. The story of
how he charmed a mountain, Defeated a dragon and
crushed a snake. How he fought the powerful guard
of Lanka, On his great mission for Rama's sake!
"Amme Tell Me" is a charming and informative series
of children's books that introduces the major Hindu
festivals and figures to young readers, and are
perfect for families wanting to share stories of
Hinduism with their children or for educators looking
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for resource on the Hindu culture for their students.
Written in rhyme with vivid, captivating illustrations,
this series brings Hindu mythology to its readers in a
fun and non-preachy way. The Series has ten books
on the festivals of Holi, Diwali, and on the Hindu
gods Krishna, Hanuman and Ganesha.
The book is a novelty board book that has brightly
illustrated Hindu Gods with a simple text description
about every picture. It also has some unique touch
and feel textures to keep kids more engaged.
The story of Rama, the righteous prince, written
ages ago by the poet Valmiki. This is Ramayana - an
ancient, epic poem, as told by Amma to Klaka and
Kiki.
Come, explore the places we worship Join Amma
and her children as they travel to the famous Golden
Temple in Amritsar. Take a tour through the
wonderful sights, sounds and history of Darbar
Sahib. Hear stories about the Sikh gurus. Visit
Darshani Deori and Akal Takht. Savour a drink from
the sacred waters at Har Ki Pauri and the langar
from the world's biggest kitchen! Learn Guru Nanak's
eternal message of equality, love and service. Told
through interesting stories with captivating
illustrations, this new series introduces readers to
the history of different faiths and their associated
monuments.
The city is abuzz with fanfare and fervour, Giant
idols under wraps, ready to be unfurled, Colourful
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pandaals receive finishing touches To host the
biggest outdoor festival in the world! Celebrate the
homecoming of a loving daughter, Victory of the
goddess and a demon's defeat, See how Ma Durga
outshone even the mighty gods How a woman
achieved an impossible feat!
The festival of Janamashtmi-- Celebrates the birth of
Krishna, An avatar of Lord Vishnu, Born to rid the
world of evil Kansa. The story of his magical escape
from prison, Across the flooded river Yamuna.
Helped by a snake called Shesh Naag, His arrival at
the home of Nand and Yashodha!
The bold, bright colors of India leap right off the page in this
fresh and funny picture book adaptation of how Ganesha
came to write the epic poem of Hindu literature, the
Mahabharata. Ganesha is just like any other kid, except that
he has the head of an elephant and rides around on a
magical mouse. And he loves sweets, especially the
traditional dessert laddoo. But when Ganesha insists on biting
into a super jumbo jawbreaker laddoo, his tusk breaks off!
Ganesha is terribly upset, but with the help of the wise poet
Vyasa, he learns that what seems broken can actually be
quite useful after all. With vibrant, graphic illustrations,
expressive characters, and offbeat humor, this is a
wonderfully inventive twist on a classic tale.
The magical story of how Ganesh, the son of Shiva and
Parvati, was brought back to life with the head of an elephant
• The story of one of the most beloved characters in Indian
lore, made accessible for Western children • Illustrated
throughout with paintings from the classic Indian tradition Any
Indian child can tell you how the beloved god Ganesh got his
elephant’s head--now American children can know as well.
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For centuries Indian children have grown up hearing
Ganesh’s story--how his mother, Parvati (an incarnation of
the great mother goddess), created a small boy from
sandalwood soap and commanded that he guard the palace
against all intruders while she took her bath. How her
husband, Shiva (the fearsome god of destruction), didn’t take
kindly to being barred from his own home. How Shiva
beheaded the boy during the cosmic war that followed, but
then, when he realized that the balance of the entire universe
was at stake, brought the boy back to life by grafting an
elephant’s head onto his body and made him the people’s
intercessor against the powers of destruction. Ganesh’s
timeless story teaches children about the steadfast power of
dedication to duty, the awe-inspiring power of a mother’s
love for her child, and the gentle power of compassion, which
holds the world together. Accompanied by rich, color
illustrations prepared according to the traditional Hindu
canon, How Ganesh Got His Elephant Head will transport
children to a magical world filled with ancient wisdom.
This colorfully illustrated multicultural children's book presents
Indian fairy tales and other folk stories that the whole family
will enjoy! Indian Children's Favorite Stories is a charming
selection of eight Indian tales that provide an insight into
traditional Indian culture. They make perfect new additions for
story time or bedtime reading. Retold for an international
audience, the beautifully illustrated stories will give children of
all ages a glimpse into the fables and folklore of India,
including tales of how Lord Krishna escapes the evil Kamsa's
repeated attempts to kill him, and how the elephant keeper's
daughter, Rani, humbles an unwise and unjust king by
emptying his storehouses of rice. Featured Indian stories
include: The Story of Rama, the ancient Indian tale of a
prince's exile and return to his homeland Sukhu and Dukhu,
two sisters—one kind, one selfish—and their different fates
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Munna and the Grain of Rice, how a good and clever girl
saves her people from hunger And five more wonderful tales
to delight story lovers everywhere. A glossary is also
included, so that everyone can understand and appreciate
the Indian words scattered throughout the stories. The
Children's Favorite Stories series was created to share the
folktales and legends most beloved by children in the East
with young readers of all backgrounds in the West. Other
multicultural children's books in this series include: Asian
Children's Favorite Stories, Indonesian Children's Favorite
Stories, Japanese Children's Favorite Stories, Singapore
Children's Favorite Stories, Filipino Children's Favorite
Stories, Favorite Children's Stories from China & Tibet,
Chinese Children's Favorite Stories, Korean Children's
Favorite Stories, Balinese Children's Favorite Stories, and
Vietnamese Children's Favorite Stories.
Here's the story of how Hanuman reached A golden city in
search of Sita, lady of his liege. How he faced off with the
mighty Ravana And held his capital Lanka to a fiery siege.
See how he uprooted an entire hill; Flew like the wind to save
Lakshmana from death: How Rama's loyal devotee showed
us What lies in his heart, the reason for his breath.
"[I]t is extremely salubrious to see the ways Islam works in
the lives of ordinary people who are not politicized in their
religious lives.... No other book on South Asia has material
like this." —Ann Grodzins Gold In Amma’s Healing Room is a
compelling study of the life and thought of a female Muslim
spiritual healer in Hyderabad, South India. Joyce Burkhalter
Flueckiger describes Amma’s practice as a form of
vernacular Islam arising in a particular locality, one in which
the boundaries between Islam, Hinduism, and Christianity are
fluid. In the "healing room," Amma meets a diverse clientele
that includes men and women, Muslim, Hindu, and Christian,
of varied social backgrounds, who bring a wide range of
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physical, social, and psychological afflictions. Flueckiger
collaborated closely with Amma and relates to her at different
moments as daughter, disciple, and researcher. The result is
a work of insight and compassion that challenges widely held
views of religion and gender in India and reveals the creativity
of a tradition often portrayed by Muslims and non-Muslims
alike as singular and monolithic.
Jugnu only feels at home in the kitchen. He has a magic
rolling pin that allows him to make perfect, round rotis, and
he's the centre of attention at every langar. But one day, he
loses his rolling pin. When it's time to go and make rotis in the
gurdwara, Jugnu is heartbroken and terrified, because he
knows that without the rolling pin he has no magic. But then
his Biji tells him a secret: the magic is inside him. So Jugnu
believes in himself and he tries again. The rotis come out
perfect and round!
Experience amazing spices in this collection of recipes,
inspired by a traditional Indian spicebox. From a chocolate
mousse with a kick to a tasty coriander curry, this book is
packed with sweet treats and simple meals to prepare
together, along with stories that introduce each new spice.
Another story of Krishna's adventures, Fighting Kaliya, a
demon in snake form, And lifting a mountain on just one
finger, As a shield from an angry god's thunderstorm. And
finally, the story of how evil Kansa Tried to kill Krishna, with
methods so grim. But be they elephant or ace wrestlers, No
one succeeded in harming him! "Amme Tell Me" is a
charming and informative series of children's books that
introduces the major Hindu festivals and figures to young
readers, and are perfect for families wanting to share stories
of Hinduism with their children or for educators looking for
resource on the Hindu culture for their students. Written in
rhyme with vivid, captivating illustrations, this series brings
Hindu mythology to its readers in a fun and non-preachy way.
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The Series has ten books on the festivals of Holi, Diwali, and
on the Hindu gods Krishna, Hanuman and Ganesha.
'Magic in Mussoorie is just what its name suggests. Explore it
fearlessly and reap the rewards!' Nakul Sahej and his friend
Kuku stumble upon an antique book while on holiday in
Mussoorie. The book turns out to be a magical one that
transports the two back in time to the Mussoorie of over a
century ago. Meeting historical personalities of that time-like
Sir George Everest, who lives in a sprawling estate on the
outskirts of Mussoorie, as well as the young maharaja of
Punjab, Duleep Singh, who has been exiled by the British and
is spending a summer in the hill station-Nakul and Kuku get
involved in an intriguing adventure that sets off a series of
events which can change the course of history! Actionpacked and unputdownable, this thrilling adventure is the first
in a series of comic books set in the Garhwal Himalayas.
Throbbing with non-stop excitement, Shiva in the City of
Nectar sweeps across Heaven, Earth and the Underworld,
narrating the exploits of the mysterious and powerful bluethroated god. One after another, the tales unfold the follies of
ancient devas, asuras, sages, men and mythical beasts. And
through them all, Shiva blithely takes on the guise of beggar,
saint, monarch, merchant, fisherman, hunter, warrior and
woodcutter; walking through the three worlds to slay
rampaging demons, perform his Dance of Bliss and embrace
good and bad alike. Shiva is portrayed in all his multi-faceted
mystique – the tender lover who woos and weds Goddess
Meenakshi; the eternal Guru who dispenses wisdom; the
fierce avenger whose third eye flashes fire; the generous
benefactor who showers blessings on his devotees; and,
above all, the gentle prankster who embodies the essence of
Vedic faith.
We celebrate Ganesha's birthday With so much fun and lots
of fanfare. His idols are offered to the rolling seas With ardent
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prayer and tender care. Lord Ganesha, loved by one and all,
Is the divine son of Shiva and Parvati. And this is the story of
how he and His jumbo elephant head came to be! "Amme
Tell Me" is a charming and informative series of children's
books that introduces the major Hindu festivals and figures to
young readers, and are perfect for families wanting to share
stories of Hinduism with their children or for educators looking
for resource on the Hindu culture for their students. Written in
rhyme with vivid, captivating illustrations, this series brings
Hindu mythology to its readers in a fun and non-preachy way.
The Series has ten books on the festivals of Holi, Diwali, and
on the Hindu gods Krishna, Hanuman and Ganesha.
At head of title: Bharat babies presents.
"Raghu has the best adventure of his life with the cheerful
and brave monkey god!"--Cover page 4.
As its mahout goaded the mammoth royal elephant to the
open space where Navukkarasu was held, the beast
trumpeted in fury, knocking down walls and ornamental
arches in wanton aggression. The earth shook under its tread
and the crowd surged back in fear. Navukkarasu fearlessly
stood his ground asserting, “The Cosmic Dancer who wears
a garment of elephant hide will protect me.” The animal
charged forward - only to stop short before the saint. In an
instant, all aggression leached out of the beast. As docile as
a lamb, the elephant circumambulated Navukkarasu, clumsily
fell to its knees, and raised its trunk in homage to him.
Lumbering to its feet, it then carefully backed away from its
intended victim. Hounds of Shiva is a treasure house of tales
with impassioned, heroic acts of sacrifice, devotion and
service in the lives and times of the Nayanmars – the sixtythree Shaivite saints who were exemplars of bhakti.
Kannappa gouges out his eye to heal Shiva’s wound;
Punitavati renounces her youth and beauty to follow the Lord
as an emaciated ghoul; Siruthondar sacrifices his own son at
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Shiva’s command; Iyarpahai gifts his beloved wife to another
man; Samandhar raises a boy from the dead; Poosal builds
an intricate Shiva temple in his heart. But the book’s hero is
Lord Shiva, who assumes myriad disguises to sport with his
devotees, blessing and testing them. Filled with astounding
miracles, Hounds of Shiva is an untold tale of the Bluethroated Lord and a feast for the mind and soul. Preetha
Rajah Kannan is the author of Shiva in the City of Nectar, an
enthralling collection of stories based on the revered Tamil
text, Thiruvilayaadal Puranam. She is also the editor of
Navagraha Purana, a translation of the eponymous Telugu
work on the mythology of the nine planets, by celebrated
author V. S. Rao. Kannan has contributed extensively to
newspapers and magazines, such as The New Indian
Express and The Express School Magazine. A homemaker
and a mother of two boys, she lives with her family in
Madurai, Tamil Nadu.
Rama and Sita live happily in the forest until Sita is abducted
by the demon king Ravana. Can Rama rescue her - and who
is the little white monkey who offers to help?
A collection of stories by Indian authors set in India, including
"The Goose Thieves, " "In a Guava Orchard, " "Varunkaka's
Lemonade Pals, " and "Hanuman and I."
The story behind the festival of Holi, as told by Amma to
Klaka and Kiki.
Tulasi, Or The Incomparable One, Has Been Worshipped For
Thousands Of Years In India As An Embodiment Of The
Divine Mother On Earth. This Book Explores Tulasi's Vast
Medicinal Applications In Ayurveda And Modern Medicine,
Cultivation In Diverse Climates Around The World, Ancient
Legends, Traditional Worship, And Personal Experiences.
Additionally, It Offers Insights Into The Significance Of Tulasi
In The Journey Of Reawakening A Harmonious Relationship
With Mother Nature. Published By The Disciples Of Mata
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Amritanandamayi Devi, Affectionately Known As Mother, Or
Amma The Hugging Saint.
When Kansa learnt of Krishna's escape, His rage knew no
bound. He summoned all his demons And ordered, "I want
that boy found!" This is the story of how one by one, Krishna
bravely fought them all - How Putana, Trinavarta, Vatasura
and Bakasura All met their fall! "Amme Tell Me" is a charming
and informative series of children's books that introduces the
major Hindu festivals and figures to young readers, and are
perfect for families wanting to share stories of Hinduism with
their children or for educators looking for resource on the
Hindu culture for their students. Written in rhyme with vivid,
captivating illustrations, this series brings Hindu mythology to
its readers in a fun and non-preachy way. The Series has ten
books on the festivals of Holi, Diwali, and on the Hindu gods
Krishna, Hanuman and Ganesha.
A three book box set of the following festivals in the 'Amma
Tell Me' Series: 1. Amma Tell Me About Holi! 2. Amma Tell
Me About Diwali! 3. Amma Tell Me About Ramayana!
Action-packed from start to finish, this dramatic new chapter
book version of India's great epic, The Ramayana, will have
boys and girls alike on the edge of their seats. Full-color
illustrations throughout vividly bring the story of Diwali to life,
This adaptation of a European folktale is about a talented
tailor who uses his creativity to provide for his family.
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